New CIB Publications

Series of Proceedings of Special Tracks of CIB Commissions held at the 18th CIB World Building Congress, May 2010, Salford, United Kingdom

During the CIB World Congress 2010 held in the Lowry, Salford Quays, United Kingdom on 10-13 May 2010, several CIB Task Groups and Working Commissions organised so-called Special Tracks. The Proceedings of these Special Tracks are now available as CIB Publications. Some commissions had a combined meeting. The Proceedings of these have been published in one Publication.

Hereafter a list is given of all the commissions that had such special track, together with the link to download the Proceedings.

In the near future the full Proceedings and the separate papers will be free downloadable from ICONDA®CIBlibrary.
TG57 - Industrialisation in Construction
• 5 Papers
• 9 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG59 - People in Construction / W112 - Culture in Construction
TG59
• 7 Papers
• 6 Postgraduate Papers
W112
• 8 Papers
• 1 Postgraduate Paper
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG62 - Built Environment Complexity
• 4 Papers
• 5 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG63 - Disasters and the Built Environment
• 15 Papers
• 17 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG65 - Small Firms in Construction / W065 - Organisation and Management in Construction
TG65
• 9 Papers
• 4 Postgraduate Papers
W065
• 23 Papers
• 20 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG66 - Energy and the Built Environment
• 11 Papers
• 8 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG72 - Public Private Partnership
• 8 Papers
• 6 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

TG74 - New Production and Business Models in Construction
• 5 Papers
• 2 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W055 - Building Economics
• 15 Papers
• 9 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W056 - Sandwich Panels
• 5 Papers
• 2 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W070 - Facilities Management and Maintenance
Combined with TG58 - Clients and Construction Innovation
W070
• 13 Papers
• 7 Postgraduate Papers
TG58
• 1 Paper
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W078 - Information Technology for Construction
• 11 Papers
• 7 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W084 - Building Comfortable Environments for All
• 6 Papers
• 5 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W089 - Building Research and Education
Combined with TG71 - Research and Innovation Transfer and TG73 - R&D Programs in Construction
W089
• 20 Papers
• 1 Postgraduate Paper
TG71
• 3 Papers
• 1 Postgraduate Paper
TG73
• 1 Postgraduate Paper
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W092 - Procurement Systems
• 9 Papers
• 11 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W096 - Architectural Management
Combined with W104 - Open Building Implementation
W096
• 16 Papers
• 12 Postgraduate Papers
W104
• 1 Postgraduate Paper
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.
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W098 - Intelligent and Responsive Buildings / W111 - Usability of Workplaces
- W098
  - 4 Papers
  - 4 Postgraduate Papers
- W111
  - 8 Papers
  - 2 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W099 - Safety and Health in Construction
- 18 Papers
- 6 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W101 - Spatial Planning and Infrastructure Development
- 5 Papers
- 6 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W102 - Information and Knowledge Management in Building
- 10 Papers
- 12 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W107 - Construction in Developing Countries
- 8 Papers
- 6 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W108 - Climate Change and the Built Environment
- 8 Papers
- 4 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W110 - Informal Settlements and Affordable Housing
- 8 Papers
- 3 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W113 - Law and Dispute Resolution
- 29 Papers
- 10 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W116 - Smart and Sustainable Built Environments
Combined with W115 - Construction Materials Stewardship
- W116
  - 11 Papers
  - 11 Postgraduate Papers
- W115
  - 1 Paper
  - 1 Postgraduate Paper
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

W117 - Performance Measurement in Construction
- 15 Papers
- 11 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.

Collected Papers on Building Technology:
TG75 - Engineering Studies on Traditional Constructions
- W014 - Fire
- W080 - Prediction of Service Life of Building Materials and Components
- W083 - Roofing Materials and Systems
- W086 - Building Pathology
  - TG75
    - 8 Papers
  - W014
    - 3 Postgraduate Papers
  - W080
    - 2 Papers
    - 2 Postgraduate Papers
  - W083
    - 8 Papers
  - 6 Postgraduate Papers
  - W086
    - 1 Postgraduate Paper
    - 5 Papers
    - 5 Postgraduate Papers
The full Proceedings can be downloaded here.